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This assay proves the option, on a very well equipped trial paper machine, to move stepwise the components 
filler, micro particle and retention aid from typical dosage positions to only a single whirl field supported 
dosage point near to the headbox. Later in this „All In One“ dosage system, the dosage sequence was 
changed to that of the multidimensional whirl field. The dose quantities of the components were, for all trial 
points, the same and constant during the trials. These experiments were done with a pulp mix of 70 % hard 
wood and 30 % softwood. The ash content was controlled with Hydrocarb 60 Slurry at 20% loading. A part of 
the chosen standard conditions was a production speed of 500 m/min and a sheet weight of 60 g/m2. 

The research and developing centre Innventia AB in Stockholm performed the trials with a 50 cm wide pilot 
paper machine called “FEX”. This pilot machine impresses with the options to close completely the short 
and long circulation loops, to run at machine speeds up to 2000 m/min and to use different headbox and 
drainage concepts. With these trials, the machine was equipped with a standard headbox and twin-wire, 
roll former configuration.  Each trial point was run under stable operating condition after which the paper 
samples for the laboratory analysis were taken. The extensive online instrumentation adds an additional level 
to the analysis. 

In addition to the global feasibility of the dosage concept, this presentation shows the changes in the 
distribution of the particle sizes in the white water and the thin stock due to the changes in the sequence of 
retention aid addition into the whirl field. The influence on the formation and mechanical properties of the 
final product will be presented.

This assay should show to all involved partners of the dosage process, that one can rationalise the single 
dosage positions used with the ecowirl®- mixing equipment and that this set-up has an important influence 
of the end quality of the paper. 
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